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 In the Western, the game between the power and the right was along with the 
growth of modernity and individual. This physical political game became the struggle 
between democracy and dictatorship throughout the Western civilization by abstractly 
arranging and writing. Therefore, the whole Western world constantly wandering 
about democracy and dictatorship in the thousands of years’ practice and theory in in 
politics, sometimes  in a circle, sometimes stride forward singing militant songs. At 
the same time, China had strengthened his autocratic power, didn’t worry about this 
problem. Until the modern times, affected by the invasion of western culture and the 
western military attack, China began to sink in the confused and divergence about this 
two kinds of value and institution choice, which take the traditional Confucian culture 
as the pillar. The confused and divergence began from the end of the Qing Dynasty, 
by 1930’s and 1940’s, and had been extended to the contemporary era. Clear these 
controversies’ content, cause and effect not only can reappear the intellectuals' 
ideological status under conditions of that times, also can helps us to sort out the time 
and far-reaching significance of this two kinds of value and regime theory. This article 
is to take the 1930’s “democracy and dictatorship” debate that occurred in liberal 
intellectuals as the object of study. This debate has very bright times background, 
extensive influence scope and profound ideological confrontation, so the study on it 
has very important representative significance. In this paper, in addition to the 
concerns of the occurrence course content and focus of debate, also would analysis on 
the content of this debate in combination with democracy and dictatorship theory. 
Unlike previous studies, this article’s study about this debate that around the 
choice of political system mainly from the angle of political science, and also would 
be combination with the democracy and dictatorship theory. And on this basis to 
explore the essence, views’agreement with times status, the intellectuals’ political 
ideal. Through the reproduction of this debate and the analysis on the basis of the 
political theory, this paper argues that the debate that occurred in the liberal 














intellectuals didn’t have the same rational thinking. The dictatorship advocates took 
more tool rationalism, but the democracy advocates liked giving their view base on 
value rationalism. Because China faces a series of difficulties, so Jiang Tingfu, Ding 
Wenjiang and other dictatorship advocates’ stands are more close to the reality of 
China than the democracy advocates’, and also can effectively solve the problem of 
china. However, see from the angle of the political development, the democracy 
advocates’ stand are congruous with China far-reaching willing on the political 
development. At the same time, it also enlightens us when we undertake 
modernization should constantly improve and construct democratic condition and 
foundation, and constantly promote the political development, and realize socialist 
democracy undertake modernization at the last. 
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年 1 月；1934 年 12 月到 1935 年 4 月），并整合论战各派在不同阶段中的思想观
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